Figure S1. Phosphodiester stereochemistry: chirality resulting from the replacement of a non-bridging oxygen atom by the methyl group or by sulfur. The structures of the R P and S P stereoisomers of methylphosphonate (MeP; see also Figure 1B ) and of R P -phosphorothioate are shown in the top panels (A-C). The assignment of chirality by the Cahn-Ingold-Prelog (CIP) rules is depicted below each structure. In A and B, the lowest priority methyl group is placed behind the plane of the paper. The other three groups are arranged, according to their priorities (O3' > O5' > O2), in a clockwise fashion in the R P form of MeP (A). The arrangement (O3' > O5' > O1) is counterclockwise in the S P form of MeP (B). The bridging and non-bridging oxygen atoms take precedence over the carbon atom of the methyl group by their higher atomic number. Between the two bridging oxygen atoms, the 3'-oxygen has higher priority than the 5'-oxygen. Note that the 3'-oxygen is bonded to a carbon that, in turn, is bonded to two other carbon atoms. The carbon atom linked to the 5'-oxygen is bonded to only one carbon atom. The non-bridging oxygen atom has lower priority than the bridging oxygen atoms even though it is double bonded. According to the stereochemical convention, when a tetrahedral atom at the stereocenter is linked to four ligands, each of the four bonds is treated as a single bond. In the phosphorothioate (C), the sulfur atom supersedes the other three groups (S > O3' > O5' > O1). The clockwise arrangement of S-O3'-O5' assigns this stereoisomer as R P .
The opposite assignments for O2 substitution in MeP (S P ) (B) and phosphorothioate (R P ) (C) is the consequence of the opposite priorities of the methyl group and sulfur with respect to the replaced oxygen atom. Figure 1B ). Note that O1 is intact in S P -MeP, and so is O2 in R P -MeP (see also Figure S1A 
